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Legal Theory Exam Notes 
Module 1  
1: Law and Adjudication 

 
 

John Austin and the Command Theory of law 

• distinguished from other social standards (like morality and religion) by the exercise of 
force. 

• Types of laws: 

o Laws properly so called – made by the sovereign 
o Laws of analogy – laws of fashion or honour 

o Laws by metaphor – the laws of science  

 

• Austin distinguishes laws from other standards as orders laid down by a supreme 
political superior or sovereign and backed up by sanctions  

o A sovereign is a person or body of persons who habitually receives obedience 

but does not itself display obedience 

o Only those commands from the sovereign in a state are positive laws or ‘strictly 

so called’  

o ‘Laws properly so called’ are commands, or an order backed up by sanctions 
(threat of harm) for non compliance 

 

• Heats criticism of Austin’s notion of obligation 

o Heart uses the example of the gunman  

§ can coerce you into performing a task, in a similar manner to the law. This 

is a command backed up by a threat or sanction.  

§ However, the gunman does not create a legal obligation. You are obliged 

to hand over the money in the situation, however you do not have an 

obligation to do so as the gunman has no authority.  
 

o Not all laws are commands that are sanctioned.  

§ For example the ability to create a will; if one fails, there is no sanction, 

you merely fail to create a will. 

o Parliament today (the sovereign) must also obey the laws it makes. ROL no one 

is above the law 

o The sovereign cannot possess unlimited legal power, and it does have to obey 

other bodies 

§ For example Cth cannot legislate on free exercise of religion, and if it did 

so it would be struck down by the judiciary  

 

Heart 
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Legal Realism 
• Suggests the ‘law in the books’ cannot explain or constrain judicial decision making: 

There is no such thing as a legally correct decision 
• Rule Scepticism - Legal indeterminacy  

o There are multiple ways of reading precedent; the same precedent can be 

used to justify opposing outcomes 
o Legal Realist believe that by their virtue of the indeterminacy of rules, legal 

rules cannot predict judicial outcome 
o For example, precedent covering the award of compensation for someone 

who witnesses at accident at the scene. Can someone who suffers trauma 

upon seeing an injured loved one later at the hospital also receive compo 
§ Realists contend that there is no legal answer as precedent can be 

read narrowly or broadly 
§ Dwarkin suggests that moral principal guides the rule. eg The answer 

depends on the moral principal behind the precedent – Can the bare 

fact of suffering the trauma later away from the scene be a morally 
good reasons to deny compensation? – probably not 

§ Heart’s response: He agrees that the realist may be correct about 

some ‘hard cases’ that cannot be determined by rule along, however 

some rules have an ‘agreed upon meaning’. Thus not all rules occupy 

the preumbla.  
 

• Thus Law is only what the courts say it is 
o Realists suggest that the law is only what the courts will enforce. If the court 

does not enforce the duty, then it cannot be seen to be an effective law 
§ Realists thus suggest the law makers are the judiciary (if the legislator 

make a law that is not enforced, not really a law) 
§ While Austin suggests the law makers are the Legislature 

o Heart disagrees, pointing out that defining the law as whatever the court 

decides makes it unintelligible that courts may make a mistake about the law. 

He compares the decision of courts to a game with an umpire: decisions from 

the top courts cannot be appealed (like a decision from an umpire) however 

this does not mean they are infallible or to be likened to creating the rules of 

the game 

 
• Realism and adjudication – non legal factors are determinative 

o People unconsciously consider non-legal factors (such as policy 

considerations, social ends and personal views) which determine legal 

decisions 
o Policy consideration should trump rights (Dworkin disagrees) 

• Realists are similar to the command theory in that it focuses on defining legal 

concepts in terms of facts about external, observable behaviours 
 

Llewellyn’s theory of law and adjudication 
• The law is not self operative – non legal factors supplement the rules 

• Llewellyn suggests the institution plays a role in determining judicial decision making 
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6: Freedom and Autonomy 
 

JS Mills on Liberty and the Harm Principle:  

• When is society justified in limiting the autonomy of the individual? 

§ “The only part of the conduct of any one, for which he is amenable to 

society, is that which concerns others. In the part which merely concerns 

himself, his independence is, of right, absolute.” – JS MILLS 

o Principle of autonomy = ‘sovereignty’ over the self 

o The ‘harm principle’ – social interference is justified only when the individual’s 

conduct (action or inaction) has an influence over the wellbeing of others and 

involves a failure of obligation or risk of damage to another (person or society) 

[p82] 

o Harm = infringement on rights of a defined other 

o Self-regarding, ‘private’ conduct, should not be legally regulated, even if 

offensive or undesirable or harmful to the individual  

• Mills argues that the individual will make the best decisions to benefit themselves – 

where the public/gov interferes they can get it wrong. 

• Other people’s opinion of what is good for another individual.  

o A ‘majoritarian’ approach to law making can mistake public opinion for 

general welfare 

 

Because society is just the majority view – and society does not have sufficient interests the 

the individual. IT is as likely to be right as wrong, as they are not taking into account the  

 

 

Devlin -   
• Argues society should be able to use law to regulate whatever moral standards are 

conventionally held 

• Should law sometimes seek to prevent harm to self (‘legal paternalism’) or indirect 

harm to social goods/values?  

• The Wolfenden Report 1957, UK, on prostitution and homosexuality 

– “not the law’s business” to criminalize private immorality 

• Devlin: public morality is essential to the ‘fabric’ of society therefore society is 

justified in criminalising conduct that poses a threat to public morality 

– Conduct may threaten public morality even if no ‘harm’ to another 

– Society entitled to use law to protect its morality 
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10: Human Rights 
 

• Plurality of laws and systems of law. How do they interact? Which ones take 

precedent? Which ones are you most aware of? 

o Compare Australia (with federal/state, and western 

• Transnational regime law: multilateral treaties establish these regimes, that become 

independent and govern all nations (who sign?). Removed from any democratic 

notions. Things such as use of outer space, domain names etc. 

 

 
Theorist – Article Laura Grenfell – Legal pluralism and the challenge of building the ROL 

in post conflict states 

 
Key Points • Grenfell’s account considered Legal Pluralism (a number of legal 

systems operating in the same geographical space) and the role 

that international law (or state law) and customary law play in 

building ROL in post conflict areas - using Timor Leste as an 

example 

 
• The level of confusion created by introducing International legal 

norms in post conflict state (where the complexity of into law 

requires high level of competence often lacking in those post 

conflict states) may not make it conducive to serve the ROL 
• Rather, a system that pairs local customary law with state law is 

suggested 
 

Notes • Conflict can collapse state institutions, forcing heavier reliance on 

non-state law 

• UN has typically assumed international law assists the process of 

establishing ROL. In contrast, customary law has been neglected 

and remained unconsidered when in tension with international 

law 

 

• UN assumed that international legal norms would assist in 
building ROL. Rather, generic human rights law was abrasive in its 

insertion 

• UN believes that international human rights law and international 

criminal law form the two pillars of the UN’s ROL activities  

 

• The level of confusion created by introducing International legal 

norms in post conflict state may not make it conducive to serve 
the ROL. Legal experts unable to understand and apply state law 

undermines public c 

 

The Timor Leste Example  

shows a lack of confidence in state law, and a reliance on local law 
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EXAMPLE ESSAY STRUCTURES 
 

Example essay: Berman v Grenfell 

• Into  

o A well founded understanding of pluralistic law will benefit all members of 

the community in understanding and appreciating the backgrounds different 

communities come from. It serves to allow a more accurate and wholistic 

form of justice to be dished out.  

o However, extrapolation beyond recognition to competing levels of law will 

create uncertainty and lead to challenging outcomes, such as the acceptance 

of violent and rights abuse punishments.  

o Should we sit idle while these forms of justice are served? Do we accept 

them? 

 

• Commonalities 

o Pluralist is more descriptively accurate, empirical reality. Exercises influence 

even when not recognised  

o Turning enemies into adversaries – bring them into an agreed adjudicative 

process 

§ To resolve a dispute, both parties need to believe the adjudication will 

be fair and worthwhile. The process needs to recognise the 

differences 

o State is still important and sole actor that can enforce judicial outcomes 

o Acknowledge difficulties of pluralism – compels in enforcement  

 

• Differences: 

o G more focused on how systems operate if B’s theoretical ideas and 

conceptualise of process  

§ G looked through the lenses of post conflict – perhaps her arguments 

do not extrapolate out to stable governments? 

§ Failed state may mean pluralism is more effective cf. stable more 

legitimised state rule 

o Grenfell suggests the abrasive effect that international law can have on 

people within a state. However, Berman posits that international law can 

have a positive effect on the outcome of state 

o Is there an inherent conflict between multiple systems of law, and conflicts 
of VALUES 

§ Rule of law – everyone is meant to be EQUAL and not ABOVE THE 

LAW. But if polygamy is accepted under one value system, but not in 

another, then how do you reconcile that 

o B’s mechanisms may not be feasible or precticle 

o G’s are very local 

 

Critically analyse relations between different forms of law 
• Commonalities 

o Both G+B argue that recognising pluralism my improve legal norms 

o Pluralism provides a b4eter account of peoples experiences of law 


